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Introduction 

Miller believed that tragedy is not confined to the rich and important but an ordinary man’s 

failure is just as moving and tragic. The Crucible is Miller’s most produced play as it can take 

on a different meaning in different countries and societies depending on the political issues 

at that time. The theme is universal - an individual’s right to stand up for what he feels is 

morally right. The challenge is to get this message across and to explore the underlying 

depth of the characters, especially the men. 

Stage Presentation 

This was a creative, rustic, authentic and practical setting. The higher level of Betty’s 

bedroom and the angle of the bed provided the audience with a clear visual image for Act 1. 

As a result, although space was restricted here,some effective groupings were created. The 

design of the stage as a whole proved to be practical and versatile. The platforms Stage Left 

and Stage Right provided some effective staging at key moments. 

The simple addition of items of furniture and props depicted the various change of location. 

For example the well positioned table and chairs in Act 2 and the earthenware pot simply 

but effectively created the Proctor’s homestead. 

 The benches in the court scene Act 3 needed to be positioned on an angle. Due to the 

positioning facing inwards the girls’ reaction/interaction could not be seen. As a result the 

impact of this scene was disappointing. 

The final act was effectively staged and the stage groupings were effective. 

The predominant feature was the image of the tree which was a focal feature throughout 

the production. The branches looked like knarled hands and crosses symbolised the conflict 

of the church with the spread of hysteria.  The changing colour of this image created 

moments of reflection and unease for the audience. 

Lighting and Sound 

There were moments which were enhanced by effective lighting, but at times cues lacked 

precision. The red lit cauldron at the beginning, combined with the wash of blue created an 

imaginative surreal opening effect for the audience. Towards the end of Act 3 the use of 

spotlights on the grouping of Parris, John, Elizabeth and Abigail emphasised the dynamics as 

the trial came to an end. 

The music playing at the start created a reverend atmosphere which was effectively offset 

by the throbbing undertones. The music intensified to create an unsettling atmosphere for 

the audience. 

The vortex of sound created by the cast in the audience proved to be a powerful ending to 

the first act. 

Costume 



The costumes need to be authentic to reflect the historical and cultural context of the play.It 

is also important that the characters’ individual background,occupation and personalities 

are depicted 

The modesty of Puritan New England was evident in the female costumes, long skirts, 

shawls etc. The colours were nicely muted and the textures rough and hardwearing. The 

bonnets were apt but unfortunately at times obscured facial expression, this also was the 

case at times with the men’s hats, casting shadows on the face. The male costumes 

reflected the different social status. Abigail’s costume needed to subtly but obviously reflect 

her strong and manipulative character in contrast to that of the girls. 

The poppet needed to be slightly bigger. 

Direction by Yvette Owen 

There was a creative approach to the direction of this text and there were some examples of 

effective stage groupings. This was evident at the beginning of Act 1 in the bedroom, with 

the focus on Betty.There was good interaction between the Putmans and Parris. 

The strength and manipulation of Abigail over the girls was underplayed in this scene. The 

delivery of lines lacked threatening tone and the fear of the girls did not come across here. 

The entrance of Proctor was badly timed. 

The dialogue between Proctor and Abigail lacked variety in delivery as a result the 

seductiveness of Abigail and the torment of Proctor did not come across. 

The soundscape of the prayers was very effective. 

As more characters entered the scene grouping became a problem and as a result 

characters blocked each other.  This was particularly evident with Giles and Proctor.  

It is important in this scene that there is clear interaction at key moments of the dialogue. 

An example where this was underplayed was when it was revealed the girls had been 

drinking blood. 

The tension between Parris, the Putnams and Proctor needed to build up. However, 

Rebecca’s delivery and stage presence reflected her rational personality. The positioning of 

Abigail at this point was perfect showing her manipulative mind at work. 

The emergence of the girls in the audience and their soundscape reflected an imaginative 

approach to the text. 

The disbelief by John and Elizabeth at the number of arrests was effectively displayed by 

good interaction and well-paced delivery. Mary‘s entrance needed direction, movement 

needs clear motivation. The revelation by Mary and the dialogue of Elizabeth and John 

needed more variety in pace and tone. It is important here that depth of each characters is 

revealed. 

The entrance and stage presence of Hale was well directed, his unease clearly shown with 

good delivery of questioning. 

The entrance of Giles and Francis was well timed reflecting the urgency of the news they 

had come to report.   



The positioning of the characters when the poppet is scrutinised resulted in thecharacters 

blocking each other and the impact of the needle was lost. 

  Act 3 is one of the most well-known and anticipated scenes of the play. It is a challenge for 

the director, it can be overplayed and as a result the main objective lost. 

There was a good use of levels but unfortunately at times Proctor blocked Giles. 

The positioning of the girls on the benches resulted in a lack of visible reaction and 

interaction. The confusion and hysteria did not escalate and take over the room. Here there 

was lack of spontaneous reaction and focus on the “yellow bird”, the recovery was also too 

quick. 

Act 4 was well directed with strong performances from Hale and Hathorne.  There was a 

good variety of pace and as an ensemble the cast worked well. The positioning was effective 

with good use of the performance space. The ripping up of the document created a moment 

of tension for the audience and Proctors’ final moments on stage were poignantly 

performed. 

The final image of the cast holding up the names of the Salem victims was powerful and 

hardhitting. 

Acting 

John Proctor played by Dylan White 

Proctor is the tragic hero of the play, honest, upright but with a serious flaw. At times I felt 

the Irish accent restricted the flow of the lines. The scene with Abigail in Act 1 needed to 

reflect your awkwardness by clear facial expression and body language at the start of the 

conversation. The argument however was well delivered and the pace was effective.  

The despair and anger came across when confronting Mary in Act 2, this showed your 

powerful vocal and physical skills as an actor. 

Elizabeth Proctor played by Jo Perry 

Elizabeth is a virtuous yet quite cold character. Your disdain when discovering John and 

Abigail had been alone together was clearly shown by good facial expression and tone of 

voice. Your desperation to persuade John to tell the court about Abigail lacked 

determination. Delivery here was stilted. 

In the court scene your acting skills could not be faulted, the turmoil when questioned 

about John’s affair with Abigail and your realisation that he had confessed was a highlight of 

this production. 

Hale played by Charlie Gobbett 

This was a convincing performance that displayed the naivety of the character at the 

beginning. Your belief in Proctor was shown by good interaction and sincere delivery. By the 

end you did show you were indeed a broken man unable to achieve what you believed to be 

right. Avoid at times a tendency to deliver at too fast a pace. 

 



Parris played by Adam Wade 

This is a challenge to play. He is paranoid to some extent and hungry for power. At times 

you overplayed this aspect of the character and as a result delivery tended to be at a very 

fast pace. Your despair about Betty in the opening scene was clearly displayed by very 

emotive facial expression 

Danforth played by Steve Searcy 

A sincere performance with great stage presence. Very convincing delivery and interaction 

with John Proctor in Act 3 when you informed him about Elizabeth’s pregnancy. 

Judge Hathorne played by Iain Bennett 

This was an example of a relatively small part, but played with depth and clear 

understanding of the text. Impressive reaction and interaction throughout Act 3 and 4 

Abigail Williams played by Holly Bolland 

The manipulative villain of the play. The seductiveness towards Proctor in Act One was 

underplayed. However your control over the girls in Act 1 was effectively done by excellent 

facial expressive and vindictive delivery of lines. Your presence stage right when listening to 

the conversation round Betty’s bed was convincing. We could almost hear your mind taking 

in what you were hearing. 

In Act 3 it is important that you show you have this uncanny hold over the girls, this 

unfortunately did not come across. Later in the scene your deranged mental state was 

effectively displayed by the wide eyed facial expression and erratic shaking. 

Mary Warren played by Lauren Novelli 

A secure performance. The timid character came across so well, as did the way you were so 

easily influenced by Abigail in the court scene. You have got great potential and I look 

forward to seeing you in future performances. 

Giles Corey played by Mike Kelsall. 

The argumentative character was well portrayed. Your delivery of lines in Act 3 was well 

paced and delivered with sincerity. Good interaction with Rebecca and Danforth.  

Thomas Putnam played by Dave Rogerson 

The wealth and status of the character was effectively portrayed by your stage presence. 

The underlying bitterness and greed of the character was underplayed at times. The subtext 

of the dialogue needs to be understood to get this across in key moments of the play. There 

was good interaction with Ann and here there was a clear understanding of the relationship 

of the two characters. 

Ann Putnam played by Fran Hamer 

The gossip of the play. In Act 1 this came across clearly in your delivery of the line “how high 

did she fly, how high?” The bitterness and maliciousness towards Rebecca was displayed by 

curt delivery and facial expression. A convincing performance reflecting understanding of 

the character. 



Cheever played by Ian Purvis-Jones 

A secure performance. The arrival at the Proctors in Act 2 to serve the warrant was well 

delivered with good interaction.  

Frances Nurse played by Anthony Kitchen 

This was an endearing performance. We as an audience do not meet the character until Act 

2 but already know he is a respected man. The incredulous situation of Rebecca having been 

arrested was well delivered. 

Rebecca Nurse played by Jenny Hindmarch 

This performance reflected a true depth of understanding of the character. Excellent 

delivery and interaction. The kindness and clarity of the character came across throughout 

this performance. The sense and reason maintained till the end. 

Tituba played by Tina Wyatt 

A challenge to play. Accent impressive, not overplayed and maintained. The spirited 

character did come across. The concern for Betty was shown clearly in Act 1 and lack of 

sanity in Act 4 was convincing. 

Betty Parris by Emilia Lewis 

Excellent concentration and focus in Act 1 when lying in bed! This was an impressive 

performance which reflects your potential as young actress and I look forward to seeing you 

in future productions. 

Mercy Lewis played by Elly Hocking 

A small but important role as the Putnam’s servant. Mercy is sly and vindictive, this needed 

to come across more clearly by use of facial expression and interaction and reaction in the 

court scene. 

Marshall Herrick played by Keith Boswell 

A convincing performance which revealed a kindly character who felt uneasy at the arrests 

and accusations, especially of Elizabeth Proctor. 

Suzanna Walcott played by Liv England 

The nervousness of the character came across convincingly and there was impressive 

reaction and communication with Abigail. 

Sarah Good played by Fran Hamer 

A small part; her unstable frame of mind was subtly and effectively portrayed. 

The Girls played by Cora Abblett, Holly Hamlett-Orme, Rocio Gomez, 

Eliana Teixeira and Sophie Jones. 

Strong ensemble acting is essential. The main objective is to show the influence Abigail has 

over you all. What also is important we also see you all as individuals. The scene in Betty’s 



bedroom was well acted and your reaction to Abigail was convincing by the use of group 

focus and some good facial expression. 

The trial scene requires total concentration and individual reaction. You all sat exactly the 

same and very still leading up to the hysteria. Here there was scope for you to create your 

own individual interpretation of how you would react in that situation. Plus we need to see 

the influence of Abigail by your focus with her and each other from the beginning of the 

scene. The hysteria needs to be frantic and chaotic with individual reaction. 

The soundscape you delivered in the audience was excellent creating a very unsettling 

moment for the audience. 

You all displayed great potential as performers and I hope to see you all in future 

productions 

Dramatic Achievement 

This was a production which had moments of impact for the audience. I felt that some 

scenes failed to reflect the depth of the characters and their various relationships. 

The underlying political theme was lost to some extent. 

This company worked as an ensemble and there were some strong individual performances 

with some impressive interaction. 

         Sue Doherty GoDA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


